
On Chuan-chu ff 1± 

By Rokuro K6No 

Introductory Remarks 

It is well known that the Liu-shu h--1=, i.e. the Six Kinds of Writing, 
have been used in classifying the Chinese characters. According to the order 

adopted in the Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu wtJtM+, the Liu-shu are chih-shih !1lr'$, 
hsiang-hsing ~%, hsing-sheng %~, hui-i ·tfft., chuan-chu fftt and chia-chieh 

1N1f.1) As this classification is ingeniously devised, it is often mentioned in 
works treating the archaic writing of Egypt or Mesopotamia. Among the Six 
Kinds of Writing only the nature of chuan-chu has not yet been made clear 

in spite of various .efforts devoted from old, while the concepts of other five 
kinds of writing are comparatively comprehensible. Here I am going to state 
my own view on chuan-chu, but I am afraid that I shall end by adding one 

more strange opinion to the interpretation o( chuan-chu. 
The reason why only chuan-chu has not yet been clarified can be ascribed 

to the term chuan-chu itself, its definition and the examples given in the 

Shuo wen. First of all, the term chuan-chu fftt is not intelligible directly 
from the characters chuan ff and chu tt, while the terms of other five types 
of writing are quite easy to understand. Secondly, the wording of the defini
tion given in the Shuo-wen is rather misleading. In Volume 15 of the 

Shuo-wen, its Introduction, the definition of chuan-chu is stated as follows: 
chien-lei-i-shou ~i:a~§f, t'ung-i-hsiang-shou [A]ft.if§'.}t. While the latter half 

of the expression ([A]if:if§'.3t) seems to be able to be understood, the sentence 
of the former half is not self-evident. Further, in the Shuo-wen two examples 
are cited for each kind of writing, and for chuan-chu the two characters ~ 
and ~ are selected. The character ~ is a hui-i character, as is known from 

its composition. The Shuo-wen explains the character as composed of A, 
:=§ and -ti. The character ~ is clearly a hsing-sheng character, composed of 
the abbreviated ~ and the phonetic 7j, as explained in the Shuo-wen. Conse-

1) The terms and the order of the Liu-shu are not always the same. In Cheng Hsiian 

f~3r's commentary to the passage of Pao-shih ~Et in the chapter of Ti-kuan ±{!fg of 
the Chou-li mlffl the order of the Liu-shu is hsiang-hsing, hui-i, chuan-chu, ch'u-shih 

~$, i.e. chi-shih, chia-chieh and hsieh-sheng fi§, i.e. hsing-sheng. In the 1-wen-chih 

~3'(~ of the Han-shu ~ft the order is hsiang-hsing, hsiang-shih ~$, i.e. chih
shih, hsiang-i ~~' i.e. hui-i, hsiang-sheng ~!?I, i.e. hsing-sheng, chuan-chu and chia

chieh. Though the terms and the order are different somehow, the term chuan-chu 
is invariable. 
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quently, chuan-chu is not a kind of graphic composition, but it seems to 
indicate a relation between characters. 

Although it is said that in the classification of the Chinese characters 
there are the Six Kinds of Writing, according to Tai Chen ._., 2> the 
Ch'ing scholar, in reality the four types of writing, i.e. chih-shih) hsiang-hsing) 
hsing-sheng and hui-i) are sufficient for the formal classification of the Chinese 
characters. These four types well cover the whole Chinese characters. Tuan 
Yii-tsai ~3s.~, his disciple, said that chih-shih and hsiang-hsing are simplex 
in composition (111U'ffl), while hsing-sheng and hui-i are complex (it§). 3l 

Therefore, Tai and Tuan held that chuan-chu and chia-chieh concern the 
use of characters, not formal species. At least chiac-chieh is no doubt a way 
of using a character, since the term chia-chieh means 'to borrow' an already 
existing character for another word. Although we have not yet grasped the 
real nature of chuan-chu, the examples :;:/§; and ~ seem to suggest that chuan
chu also concerns the usage of a character. If so, the classification of Liu-shu 
shows a very orderly system consisting of three pairs, i.e. the pair of simplex 
type, that of complex type and that of usage. Hsu Ch'ieh ~~' the scholar 
of the N an-t'ang dynasty, called the system as the Three Pairs (~f~). 4> 

2) Tai Chen wrote a letter to his teacher Chiang Yung tL~< (~t['!'ji;f~)t,1::fn'ij;J\~ff), saying 
as follows: 
"Generally speaking, at the time of the creation of writing, one could have recourse 
to nothing. In the universe the fact and the form make two great motives. To symbolize 
the real situation of a fact is called chih-shih; ~ and =, or J:: and T are the examples. 
To depict the general outline of the form of a thing is called hsiang-hsing; B and ..F3 , 
or 7J< and )< are the examples. After the writing system had been established, the 
sound could rely upon a character, and thus th,e character could have the sound to be 
harmonized; the meaning could rely upon a character, and thus the character could 
have the meaning to be communicated. These are also two great motives to create 
characters. Expanded from these motives, a character formed by taking the harmony 
of sound is called hsieh-sheng (i.e. hsing-sheng); and a character formed by joining the 
meanings of constituents, not by the harmony of sound, is called hui-i. With these four 
types the formal kinds of writing were exhausted. Then several characters came to be 
used for the same meaning for example, f)J, ~. §, ~' all used for the meaning 
'beginning', or ITT, -=g-, t1', -y, all used for the meaning 'I'. These characters could 
mutually serve as a comment to one another to indicate the meaning. This is called 
chuan-chu. When one character came to serve several words, either by the development 
of meaning or by the transfer due to phonetic similarity, this character was bonowed 
to that word. This is called chia-chieh. As to the use of characters, these were two 
great motives (K€fl:~it=tzit;lffiEJr-?»H&, ~aiffu5fiJW,%ffi*ft!MrmB, ~1t$z.l!st-ni, ~ 
=1: T~-ili. ~;tt%z*fflS~%. s ..F3 71<:k.~-lft. 5C=J:re€3'z:, ffitU§~r$:, rm$:lPITIDaJz 
§, ~~r*, rm$:~m~z~. ~xx$:zffi*ft/M-lft, rnrm~mz, ~~§~s~§. § 
::fwtrmwr,g-;tt~swr~. rm~:ffl:zffllf::rrt~. 1±1¾zrffilt$:A~ffi~. ~r:ri.JJ~1§~z ~~ 
it, C!J-=§EJTZ~~dX, ;tt~Qt§~i±SQi±, ~$:JfJl:Jf.l;;j!f, {tff~J;X§[{$, fftr§rm~ 
~. ~Lft121-:!tfiff~BfflH/ilr, EJr-121-Jf.lx$:~, Wr;ttffi**lfri-!ft)". 
(Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-ku-lin fffl:xm$:~#, Vol. 15, Supplement, 188-189). 

3) Tuan Y-ii-tsai, Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-chu ~xm$:i±, Vol. 15; the commentary to the de
finition of hsing-sheng. 

4) Hsu Ch'ieh, Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-chi-chuan fffl:xm$:~f,i, the commentary to the charac
ter J:: (the edition of the Ssu-pu-ts'ung-k'an rzg:g:~~flj). 
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Thus, chuan-chu seems to be a kind of usage, but as mentioned above, 
the true nature of chuan-chu cannot be recognized, if one relies solely on its 
term, its definition and its examples. So, though a great many hypotheses 
have been offered, yet up to this time no convincing view has been heard. 
Further, in the explanation of the Shuo-wen) a character of hsiang-hsing type 
is glossed as hsiang-hsing and a character belonging to the type of chih-shih 
is stated as such. And a character of hui-i type is explained as 'composed of 
a certain character and a certain character (M~ (M) ~)', while a character 
of hsing-sheng type is noted as 'composed of a certain signific and a certain 
phonetic (M~~~)'. Such explantions are not observable in case of chuan
chu and chia-chieh.5) From this p~int, too, it can be inferred that chuan-chu 
and chia-chieh are not formal species, but concern the use of a character. 

Theories Hitherto Proposed 

As the number of the opinions hitherto offered is too great to quote here, 
I am going to introduce several noteworthy hypotheses chiefly from among 
those collected in the General Remarks on Liu-shu (1<1U,~~) in the beginning 
of the Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-ku-lin ITTtJt~lftffi# compiled by Ting Fu-pao 
Tfi1* 6) and to attempt to criticize them. Among such hypotheses there are 
two views that have exercised an immense influence upon later scholars. One 
of the view held by Chiang Sheng yI~, and the other is that of Tai Chen 
lit., both the Ch'ing scholars. 

(I) Chiang Sheng says as follows: 
"The chuan ff of chuan-chu means 'to turn from here to there'; and the 

chu ff is understood as 'to pour (water)' like in the (Shih-ching) locution: 
I p'i chu ts'u 1a.1Bz.1.±tt, i.e. to pour the water that one has drawn there. Now, 
the character :;g; of :51§':;g; belongs to hui-i. When a man becomes old, his 
beards and hairs will change white; therefore, the character is composed of 
A (man), .=§ (hair) and -1:i (to change). This character makes sense by com
bining the three characters. The character was made a radical ({rlHi). This 
is so-called chien-lei-i-shou ~ffi~§i (literally, to establish a group and to make 
the head one). The word k'ao :51§' is synonymous with the word lao ~- There
fore, the character :51§' follows after the character :;g; and is composed of its 
abbreviated form (M:;g;~). Besides the character :51§', all the characters like 
='i, ~. ii, ~ etc. which represent the words synonymous with lao are com
posed of the abbreviated form of the character :;g; and belong to the group 
of lao. It is to take the meaning of one character and to cover many words. 

5) Wang Yiin .:E.~, Shuo-wen-shih-li IDt3tff171J, Vol. 1, Liu-shu-tsung-shuo /\if!Wimt- The 
mention of chih-shih, however, is restricted only to the characters J: and ~-

6) Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-ku-lin, the revised edition, Shang-wu-in-shu-kuan iffia9JEPfHt in 
Taiwan, 1976. 
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This is so-called t'ung-i-hsiang-shou ~~if§'.3t (literally, (characters) having the 
same meaning receive each other). When Hsu Shen Bf'~, the author of the 
Shuo-wen, mentioned only the character ;;Jg, he exemplified it for the remain
ing. From this I reason in the following way. The whole book of the Shuo
wen is classified in 540 groups, and the radicals beginning with i ~ and end
ing at hai ~ are the heads of the 540 groups. They show so-called i-shou 
~§f (to make the head one), (i.e. to be united under one head). In the 
explanation of the radical character in the Shuo-wen, it is always said that 
'all the characters semantically related to a certain radical is composed ()f 
this radical character (JitZffi~ MJit)'. This means t'ung-i-hsiang-shou ( charac
ters having the same meaning receive each other). These are (my) theory of 
chuan-chu."7) 

According to Chiang Sheng, chuan-chu is the grouping of those characters 
which are semantically related and which, therefore, are grouped under the 
same radical. The expression: flJitZffi~ MJit (All the characters semantically 
related to a certain radical are formed by this radical character) represents 
chuan-chu. For example, the characters with the radical * represent the 
words the meaning of which concern the tree. The relation of ~ and ;;Jg is 
identical. 'The character ~ is the radical, and the character ;;Jg is a character 
belonging to the group of lao. This view is chiefly based on the interpretation 
of the sentence: ~ffi~§f of the definition, the examples ~ and ;;Jg also being 
taken into consideration. It originates from the opinion of Hsu Ch'ieh,8) 

and has given a great influence on later scholars. For instance, Ku Shih Jii:J( 
is one of modern Chinese scholars who adheres to the theory of Chiang 
Sheng and has gone so far as to say that chuan-chu is after all a method of 
compilation of a dictionary.9) However, if chuan-chu indicates a relation 
between a radical and the characters belonging to it, it becomes of different 
category from other kinds of writing, such as hui-i or hsing-sheng. It does 
not concern individual characters any more, while each type of the Six Kinds 
of Writing should be applied to an individual character. Already Wang Ming
sheng .=E~I~, the Ch'ing schofar, criticized the theory by arguing that if 
Chiang's theory be correct, all of 540 radical groups would show the chuan-chu 
relation, and consequently, no need of establishing a special type of writing 
called chuan-chu is perceived.10) Further, the Liu-shu had no direct relation 

7) ri1itffffi!U1±1~ffiillil~. RPtB{BlffJZ¼Zff, .~PRP~~z*;j!f, lhif;@:{g, A~ffi!UJJ{~~s, if&~ 
lJ,J\.~t;. .tlt~-g-=*iU1r~lli. :ft~*tl~t~tt. Elr~!Ul~-§°, ~~~IWJ~. if&~~$ 
ffiilA~~. ~$z~. RP~~-~z~. Jl,~~IWJ;@:~. w M~~ffiilli~. ~I&-$z~. 
tlffllt$, mil!RJ;i':tll¥t, ;r))(~{g§'~~. --tl{71J;itifHffi, 1±1.tltfffiz, ffi!Uiffi:3tM$-W, 
J[d:i'-Eslm+t~. ;ltfrt-~1Gislm+t~Z§, ~PEJr~!-§°-[:g, r~~zlliW M~. !WIWJ;@: 
t§~lli. .tltWQffzIDtlliJ 
(Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-ku-lin, Vol. l; Liu-shu-tsung-lun hfHllf!fa, llO. (Hereafter I shall 
quote simply as Liu-shu-tsung-lun). 

8) Hsii Ch'ieh, op. cit. 
9) Ku Shih, Chung-kuo-wen-tzu-hsueh g:r~j($~, 82. 

10) Wang Ming-sheng, Liu-shu-ta-i h.W::::k;@: (Liu-shu-tsung-lun, ll2). 
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with the compilation of the dictionary Shuo-wen. 

(2) Another powerful theory is that held by Tai Chen, and Tuan Yii
tsai ~.:Is.~, renowned by his commentary to the Shuo-wen, who was a disciple 
of Tai Chen, supported this theory. Tai Chen said: 

"I think that the two characters ~ and ;g; belong to hsieh-sheng (i.e. 
hsing-sheng) and hui-i respectively. They are the two formal types of writing. 
Seeing that they are taken up as the examples of chuan-chu, one can recognize 
that chuan-chu is one way of using an existing character. The term chuan-chu 
was the appellation which ancient people gave, and the modern scholars would 
have said hu-hsiln ll])I[ (to comment each other). The expression i!il*§ma: 
'to turn (a character) and to gloss (another character)' is synonymous with 
the expression 1U§m~JI[ 'to comment (a character) with (another character) 
each other', only being different by usage, ancient or modern. In the Shuo
wen the character ~ is commented as ;g; (old), while the character ;g; is 
commented as~- Therefore, the author cites these characters as the examples 
in the Introduction when he discusses about chuan-chu. In the chapter 
Shih-ku ~ui of the Erh-ya ffi:llt there are at most forty characters that have 
a common meaning. This is the method of chuan-chu of the Liu-shu system 
which can be understood when we find how a word can be used as a comment 
to other (synonymous) words, vernacular, variant, archaic or technical. Thus, 
it is justified to say chien-lei-i-shou} t'ung-i-hsiang-shou."11 ) 

Tuan Yii-tsai explains the doctrine of his teacher, by expanding as follows. 
He first commented on chuan-chu, "the term chuan-chu is synonymous with 
the term hu-hsiln. Chu means 'to pour (fl-1:!1)'. Several characters take their 
turn in commenting to each other, just like many streams pour into each 
other to transport (goods) to each other or receive (them) from each other. 
Chuan-chu is the method of employing the four sorts of writing, chih-shih} 
hsiang-hsing} hsing-sheng and hui-i. If several characters have a common 
meaning, one may use this character or that among them. After the Han time 
one has called the comment to the canons as chu. This usage was derived 
from here. To draw the meaning and to make it have a place (a passage) 
to be applied to is like a stream having a place to be poured into."12 ) 

Further, in explaining the definition, "chien-lei-i-shou means 'to divide 
and establish a group of meaning which can be united under one head', just 

11) r1uWJ, ~~-=*•~~~~:3l!f. *zm, 3lz§'i!ittt:3l!f, *zffl, i!itttz:z:;;, -tAJ21Jtffi 
§, :stm~~. ~tl.4-Affi§', 3~S1lIDH:z:;;ffi, i!itt§mtt, 1lt§mwn, ti'4-ffi-tg, &t>ca~;1g 
*wnz S::f§fu, ~:t§*IDl"lzB;!gfu, ~£1.~i::pfffuQtt~Z. ffiitfft51F~~~W:t~~~. 
;ig;;/'\W:i!fittz~, ~J3Uffi'-~§'t;gJ~ffiQa:mfAJ~~. ~S, llffi~i§, IRJ~t§'.;tJ 
(Liu-shu-tsung-lun, Supplement, Chuan-chu, 188). 

12) r•tt3Mi§'1lwnfu, tt~t-1-tg, Iv:*~•. llt§mwn, ~i:i~7J<t§mt-itt, x~ll'.;t-fu, •tt 
:3l!f, J!)rtl.Jl=J:M$~%%~~~rmf:i::st'=t:3l!ffu, IY:*IRl~. ~UJ=§Ift'=t"i:iJ, fflfEl*~"i=iJ. -£1.~ 
ff~m~ztt, f±l~rrt. 51;ig;;~, 1iiFEJr~. ~r:r7J<zfF}!)rttfuJ 
(Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-chu, Vol. 15; the commentary to the definition of chuan-chu). 
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like the first item of the Shih-ku of the Erh-ya where several synonyms having 
the meaning 'beginning' are treated together. T'ung-i-hsiang-shoit means that 
when innumerably many characters have an almost similar meaning, the 
meaning can reciprocally be received, and it can be poured and reduced to 
the same heading. For example, ch'u °f)], tsai ~. shou §i, ch'i £, chao ¥, 
tsu fftli, yuan :JG, t' ai ijt, ch'u iZ, luo m and ch'ilan-yil ;ff~ can be used as 
a comment to each other and all of them can be said to have the common 
meaning 'beginning', though there is a slight difference in meaning between 
them. That the Shuo-wen only cites ~ and~ is to manifest the conspicuous 
ones. Under the radical ~ the Shuo-wen explains as ~:1f~-ill and ~*~-&. 
It is to comment the character ~with~ and the character~ with~- This 
is chuan-chu. The form of the character ~ is composed of A, :=§ and ~; 
thus it belongs to the hui-i type. The form of the character ~ is composed 
of the signific ~ and the phonetic 7j; thus it belongs to the hsing-sheng type, 
and its use as a comment is chuan-chu. Throughout the whole book of the 
Shuo-w,en such examples are innumerable. However, the case where characters 
of such kind are found within the same radical group is easy to know, but 
the case· where characters are dispersed in different groups is apt to be 
neglected."13) In this way Tai Chen and Tuan Yii-tsai regard chuan-chu as 
the relation between characters of similar meaning. This theory apparently 
lays stress on the expression t'ung-i-hsiang-shou. According to Tai, chuan-chu 
is a synonym for hu-hsiln. Thus, in the Shuo-w,en the character ~ is com
mented with ~. and the character ~ with ~- By chien-lei-i-shou he under
stood the relation that might be found between synonyms, like in the Shih-ku 
of the Erh-ya. 

However, this theory has already been criticized, since the classification 
of characters had no bearing on the manner of glosses.14) Though some cri ties 
attacked Tai and Tuan with anachronism, saying that they identified the 
meaning of chu of chuan-chu with that of chu of chu-shih i±:~, while the 
latter meaning of chu is a later development. But at least Tuan Yii-tsai did 
not state to that effect, as seen in the quotation above. The reason, however, 
why we are not convinced by this theory, is that this approach is oriented 
from meaning, and that consequently the conception of chuan-chu is different 
in level from those of other types of writing. On the contrary, the classifi
cation of the Liu-shu concerned the composition or the use of individual 
characters. It is true that meaning is also a use of a character. Naturally 

13) 1i!ffi-tt il7t:s'z:;M;;~zffi, rm-;M;;gt, ti:1ffifflffffi~-&RIDtfrih~t!1, IRJ#t§'.X, il~ll~ *· #'~~IRJ. ~m1E:st, t§r-lt=trmfrlrJR-gt, ti:11JJ!!tgt~¥lfJE1.nHtfk1Zgfiffl'4, ;rttR~~~ 
B,¾~, ~J:iJt§wllffrm!RJiizfrih~t!1. ~l"§~~;i!f. ;rt~WHJJ:tv~t!1. ~:g:m, ~;;j!f~tg, ~ 
;i!f~tg, ~~Z*, MA:€-t,, ]If!#, ~Z*, M~7J'§, JI%'§, ffij~~wll, 9lUm~ 
t±, ~:ffl:pg, Jt.Hft{j!J;fJ:iJ#:~, {§.ffiJlJRIRJ:g:~;i!f, £~0, 7:1'-JltRJ\U~~. £~,J 
(ibid.) 

14) For example, the opinion of Hsii Tsung-yen ~*~ (Chi.en-chih-shui-chai-wen-chih i[ 
l!::7.J<~J'(ffi quoted in Liu-shu-tsung-lun, 196-197). 
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the difference of meaning of characters may have been taken up in the educa
tion of noble children during the Chou Dynasty.15) Probably the origin of 
the Erh-ya will be sought in that direction. But in considering the Liu-shu 
the form or the use of an individual character should be made the very core 
of the subject. Besides, in the expressions of Tuan Yii-tsai is pre-supposed 
the existence of the Shuo-wen, so that the manner of comment is inseparably 
joint with the idea of chuan-chu. 

(3) Tsao J,en-hu • t:re of the Ch'ing Dynasty wrote an article called 
"On the Old Meaning of Chuan-chu (.l/fiffti~:;;fg)", in which he stated his 
own opinion, by examining and criticizing the views presented up to his 
time.16) According to his argument, if one wants to make clear the concept 
of chuan-chu, one must consider first the wording of the definition. He says 
that, in so far as the sentence chien-lei-i-shou is concerned, the characters in 
question should belong to the same radical group. Hence a character of a 
different radical is out of question, when one seeks to find out the true nature 
of chuan-chu. This idea is inherited from Chiang Sheng. 1n so far as the 
expression t'ung-i-hsiang-shou is taken into consideration, the meaning of the 
two characters should be similar. Hence the difference of meaning must be 
kept apart. This is based on the idea of Tai Chen. In short, Ts'ao's theory 
is a compromise between the two theories discussed above. Further, he ex
cludes those characters which show no phonetic similarity from chuan-chu, 
as is suggested from the examples :;;fg and ~- According to him,17) chuan-chu 
resembles hui-i (sic), but the two are not identical, because a character formed 
by chuan-chu has retained the original meaning of the radical. For example, 
the character :;;fg is composed of ~ and 7j (and thus it looks like a hui-i 
(hsing-sheng?) character), but k'ao is synonymous with lao and does not depart 
from its original meaning. Thus, his opinion seems to be rather faithful to 
the definition and the examples, but it is too much restricted in its appli
cation to count chuan-chu as one type of the Six Kinds of Writing. 

(4) The opinion of Ma Shu-lun ,%~Jfffif, a contemporary Chinese scholar, 
is near to Ts'ao's theory, but slightly different.18) According to Ma, if one 
15) In the passage of Pao-shih 1*,aj of the Ti-kuan of the Chou-li it is said: ri'¥1:£E~~.:E 

~. mf1tmr£Jjg, l'J?tkZ:R~, -Elli]I, =El:R~, ~BE~t. JmBnfZ, nB:R~. 
:RB fLlt (~lllr!r) (Pao-shih takes charge of admonishing the king against doing something 
evil and of educating the noble children with morals, and then of teaching them with 
the Six Arts: the first is the Five Kinds of Rituals, the second the Six Kinds of Music, 
the third the Five Ways of Shooting, the fourth the Five Ways of Driving, the fifth 
the Six Kinds of Writing, and the sixth the Nine Ways of Counting.). 

16) Liu-shu-tsung-lun, 189-196. 
17) rtb:ffa:lli:~~~. ffflJ!.~~~/RJ, ffa:;1!f, £JJftJ%:fel, fffl~~ft;ltm(~, ~i:i.W~J%"5"~~. rm 

~$'.{Jj~~'.=J'./Rl~J (ibid.) 
18) Ma Shu-lun, Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-yen-chiu-fa W:Jtm'¥'.wfJ'i:~ and his more recent work, 

Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-liu-shu-shu-cheng mtxW/1$'.f;:.i?ffiili• Here I quote from his former 
work. 
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considers chuan-chu, three conditions should be fulfilled, namely, I) chien-lei 
~ffi, 2) i-shou ~gr and 3) t'ung-i-hsiang-shou fql~*§'.3t. By chien-lei he 
understands the relation of a radical and characters belonging to it, based 
on the theory of Chiang Sheng. The third condition, i.e. the interpretation 
of t'ung-i) is an extension of Tai Chen's opinion. Only the interpretation of 
i-shou, the second condition, is somewhat different from the traditional ones. 
Ma understands by i-shou a phonetic similarity. The examples k'ao ;Jg and 
lao ~ belonged to a phonetic group of Archaic Chinese (the Group Yu ~fr~). 
This idea is inherited from Chang Ping-lin ~~riM. Chang Pin-lin regards 
lei of chien-lei as the group of initial consonants (11Ul) and shou gr as the 
so-called yil-ch'i ffi£ (the root of words?).19) But it is difficult to interpret the 
phrase i-shou phonetically, as Ku Shih pointed out. 

If we follow the view of Ma, a character engendered by chuan-chu is a 
character of hsing-sheng type. He himself says, "a character formed by chuan
chu is always of hsing-sheng type (ffa+~~!=:%5t1f). "20 l And further, "though 
a character by chuan-chu is formed by the method of hsing-sheng, it fulfi.lls 
the strict conditions of chien-lei-i-shou and t'ung-i-hsiang-shou. This is the 
method constructing a chuan-chu character."21 ) However, since the type of 
hsing-sheng was recognized in the Liu-shu system, it is strange to assume that 
special cases of hsing-sheng should have been taken up as a separate type of 
the Liu-shu. 

(5) Many people considered chuan-chu as compared with chia-chieh. I 
think that this is a right attitude. Presumably from the examples of lao and 
k'ao, Hsu Ch'ieh said that "in case of chia-chieh one character is used for 
several words, while in case of chuan-chu one meaning is expressed by several 
characters (1~11~1J~+lfcffi, ffa~IJ~~lfc:5()." 22 l This expression has been being 
used willingly by many scholars. Wang Yun .:E.~, in discussing chuan-chu, 
said that "in short, in chuan-chu one meaning is expressed by several charac
ters, while in chia-chieh one character represents several meanings." 23 l He 
explains the reason why one meaning has come to be expressed by several 
characters in the following way. "Why did one meaning come to be expressed 
by several characters? Because a word had a light or heavy shade of meaning, 
and the dialect varied between the south and the north, so that the meaning 
could not be expressed with the same character ( M~Alfc+-fu, ffi/f-fl!I~:'m, :f:t!!'.5}
i~J::I~, &,~jjlgJ::f::fmfqjz)." He ascribes the reason to the difference of dialects.24 l 

The same opinion is held by Hu Yiin-yii i!;,,Ejffl-=ls.. He said that "in ancient 

19) Chang Pin-lin, K.uo-ku-lun-heng mi&fHii{jff. 
20) Ma Shu-lun, op. cit., 100. 
21) ibid. 
22) Hsii Ch'ieh, Shuo-wen-chieh-tzu-chi-chuan, Vol. l; the commentary to character J:. 
23) 1~ffiifHiiZ, -r±~, ~~milt~. 1l~H/t~, ~*ffiilt~J (Shuo-wen-shih-li, Vol. 4, Chuan

chu). 
24) ibid. 
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times the language was spoken, but the writing had not yet been invented. 
At that time the speech varied with areas. When the language came to be 
represented by writing, each area chose its dialectal form for a character. 
Therefore, the same thing was signified, by different characters. Then, if one 
unifies such different characters by chuan-chu, the characters of the same 
meaning, but of different forms, can be identified. This is the merit of chuan
chu."25) In the period when the unity of the country was broken, so that 
there grew several political or cultural centres in various areas, as in the 
Period of the Warring States, the centre of writing also must have been broken 
up. It is easy to imagine that a character was invented for the dialectal form 
of a word at each centre. As a result, several characters were created for the 
same word. Hu seems to consider chuan-chu as putting together such synony
mous characters. Thus, his theory draws near to that of Tai and Tuan. 

(6) Taking various ideas mentioned above into consideration, J ao 
Chiung ~:tfii.l, a Ch'ing scholar, presented a unique and remarkable view. He 
says in his Liu-shu-tsu-chen ~-1-f ~ as follows: 

"I think that chuan-chu is a new formation of a character after the 
Chinese writing was already invented and came into use. First, when the 
form of a character was not clear and thus its signification was not distinct, 
the character was made clear by adding a signific or a phonetic (chia-hsing 
7JIJW- or chia-sheng 7JIJ!¥). This is what Wang Yiin .=E.~ called in his Shih-li 
~~J a duplicate character ~:lj"~. Secondly, when the meaning of a word 
changed so that the character that had represented the word could not dis
criminate the difference between the original and derived meanings, the 
character was made distinguished by adding a signific or a phonetic. Thirdly, 
when the reading of a character could not be recognized owing to a dialectal 
difference, the character was made distinguished by addi,ng a phonetic. This 
is what Wang Yiin called in his Shih-li a distinct character %5JU)'(." 26

> The 
Shih-li quoted here is Wang Yiin's Shuo-wen-shih-li wtXfl~J. Jao Chiung 
mentioned three causes of the addition of a signific or a phonetic, and he 
illustrated them with concrete examples in the subsequent discussions of his 
work. For the first case, he said that "there is a case where one made it clear 
by adding a signific (1JIJ%) when the signification became ambiguous (iff Jzg~ 

~' fm7JIJ%PJ~z.~)", and quoted the example of "the radical " which 
itself already had represented a candle, but later a new character .± was 

25) 1111:~zJ~. lf~"§mHIJt¥, rmlm:15Z~"§, ~§:f[RJ, ~S3~"§~~Jt¥, ffi!U~I&Jt±-fu 
Z:158, rmtU.8~'¥. Efr.!?},[RJ-$~. rmJ'.('¥:f[RJ, lflp$a:8ffni, ffi!U~[RJ%:f!RJZ::X:'¥, 
~fr/Ff[RJ, J.lt:$$1.±Z~#l-fuJ (Hu Yui.in-yii, Liu-shu-ch'ien-shu ~-1lfilt, Chuan-chu
shih-li fftl::~1JIJ, (1) Chuan-chu-tsung-lun lp$a:!iftta; Cf. Liu-shu-tsung-lun, 155). 

26) 11:IBJ~. ffa:*m'¥1&z¥&'¥, ~lzl~Wt%Rfi, ~:f~~. rmM**:f:m%:fJp§WJ)jz, t&IW.:E 
.a~1JIJzmi, ~:fi'¥-lli, -!zl~lf:rtm, x.~?tm, rmM**:fJ1J%:fJ1J§WJUz, -!zln"§lp$ 
~. ~~S3~U. rmM:zjs:*:fJ!J~8ZUz, tik13IT.:E.ES~1J!JzJW!ffl?tZU::X:-lliJ (Liu-shu-tsung-lun, 
135-137). 
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created by adding .:E, a stand, to the radical , (:&~gr, c~)di, niJ.±::SZ.M, 
1Jll±)." (The present form tt is a further development by adding the radical 
:)(). Again, he said that "there is a case where one made it clear by adding 
a phonetic (1Jll~), when the signification was ambiguous (~~~a~, mi1JIJ~J)J 
13JIZ:tf)", and quoted as an example "the character ~ which was formed by 
hsiang-hsing ~%. It has a variant ~ that was made by adding the phonetic 
L (~*%, miEiltR~, ::SZ.M~1Jllt:~)." For the second case, i.e. caused by the 
development of meaning (~z.:ME_.), he said, "when a word for which a 
character had been invented became to have another meaning, one made it 
clear by adding a signific (~.31J~, mi1J!J%J;.J13JIZ~)." "The character )frm rep
sents the word meaning 'to worship the god (~J:w.i)'. It was derived from 
the character ti WI, meaning 'god', by adding the signific ffi, and was ex
clusively used for the word ti 'to worship the god'". Again, he said that 
"when a character had another meaning, one made it clear by adding a 
phonetic (~zrn~. mi1JIJ~J)J13JIZ.:;M')", and quoted as an example "the charac
ter ffi, the ancient borrowing for the character ff~ which is found in the 
Chou-li m},f[l. And the character ff~ is distinguished by adding the phonetic 
~-" For the third case, i.e. in case of a dialectal change, he said that "there 
is a case where a character had another reading which was made clear by 
adding a phonetic (~.31J~, mi1JIJ~J)J13JIZ~)", and quoted as an example "the 
character ~ which represented a changed reading of the character .a:; to 
which was added the phonetic t: (~~.a:;z.~~' miRPM~:f:mt:~J)J*z.)." In 
this way, Jao Chiung considered chuan-chu as the process to make clear by 
adding another graphic element to the original character, when the character 
already extant became ambiguous either in meaning or in its phonetic shape. 
Jao proceeds to say: 

"When the ancient people invented the writing, the methods of hsiang
hsing, chih-shih, hui-i and hsing-sheng had already exhausted the means of 
formation of characters. In case a character was used concomitantly for 
another word, it became the precedent of the later chuan-chu. Hsu wrote the 
Introduction to the Shuo-wen in which he quoted the characters ~ and ~ 
as the examples and said that 'chien-lei-i-shou, t'ung-hsiang-shou'."27 ) 

This remark is noteworthy, but when he discussed about the definition, 
that "chien-lei-.:i-shou means the sound and the meaning developed from the 
original ones, and the original was made a 'head' ( §), which could serve for 
the use of several characters by adding some element. T'ung-i-hsiang-shou 
means that, when a character of the same sound and the same meaning was 
made distinct by adding some elements, the resulted characters had a common 
meaning",28) he seems to have considered the addition of a signific or a 

27) r~ti'_AJ1t=¥, %$~~a~;itfrJ, ~i§EJr~. ~~P~~z~a:. WfmS(M/:~;1g~~~1. wa, 
Jt!J-§f, IRJ~t§~J (ibid.) 

2s) r~!lf&-§t~. i1i1t~z~~. rm~**~tfr. IE!-*rm"i:iJ:fJo~lv:*zffl, 1RJ~1§~~. imI& 
IRJ~IRJ~z*, rm1§1Joiuu, lv:*re~-*z~J (ibid.) 
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phonetic as the true nature of chuan-chu. The discrimination by the addition 
of a signific caused eventually to make ambiguous the difference between 
chuan-chu and hui-i. Then he said, "A character formed by the addition of 
a signific was apt to be confounded with a hui-i character. But it was not 
identical. The character that was made by chuan-chu and that had the same 
phonetic form, always had maintained its original meaning. For example, 
th'e character~ was composed with the character -=§. When a man or a thing 
becomes old, the colour of the hair ( mao) changes. So by having named a 
state of a thing from the name of the thing, one called oldness as mao. (Origi
nal Notes: the evidence is fully given under the radical~). As a result, the 
mao became an antonym to the word yu -5iJ 'to be infant'. Then, as the 
character for oldness could not be distinguished from the character for 'hair', 
and by having named a thing by its state, one came to call a man of seventy 
years old as mao, and one distinguished it by adding the character A and 
the character -1::: to the original character. Afterwards, for the word mao, the 
antonym of yu -fpJ, was made the character ~- This shows that the character 
~ was derived and formed by chuan-chu from the character -=§." 29 ) This 
passage is a bit difficult to understand. He said that "one called oldness as 
mao," and pointed out in his notes that "the evidence is fully given under 
the radical ~'" but the Shuo-wen explains the character only as follows: 
"(lao) means k'ao ;;g;; a man of seventy years old is called lao. The character 
is composed of A (man), -=§ (hair) and -1::: (to change). It tells that the colour 
of beards and hairs change white (~-tg, -t+B~, MA'.=§-t, g~~~s-tg)." 
Jao Chiung seems to have considered the mao of MA-=§ ti as oldness. (In this 
sense at present the character ~ formed by adding the radical ~ is used.) 
Further, he looks like to want to state as if he had taken the character -=§ 
as representing the word lao. 

Jao Chiung goes on to say: 

"A character formed by the addition of a phonetic was apt to be con
founded with a hsing-sheng character. But it was not identical with a hsing
sheng character. The character made by chuan-chu had the same sound and 
meaning as those of the original one, while a hsing-sheng character had the 
same sound, but not the same meaning. For example, the character ~ was 
composed of the abbreviated radical ~- The meaning is the same as lao. 
I think that in some dialect the reading of lao changed to k'ao. Hence it 
was distinguished by adding the phonetic 7j. This shows that the character 
~ is made by chuan-chu from the character ~."30 ) It is a fact that a charac-

29) r1&h11%z*, ~~~~. rm~wr~::frRJ;f, •a:mMrRJ§z*, ~'~*~· tm{§Jkt, iivi 
A~1f~, =gr~::f!FU, ~¥,zJi;$, ffiffill1f~B=§:;fl§, ~)jJ~~J'(, ~A*giij,=§~ z =§~ 
,8rr, £Lx.~$i;¥,zJ, ~A1ft+zm, rmh11Ah11-tiJ2J,,8rrz, ~~=§)jJz::§~11µ{§, ~{§1W=§ 
2.5 [11rif1$a:-iliJ (ibid.) 

30) rho§z*, ~~%§, rm~%§::frRJ;f, •a:mMz*, §~~~. tJ§t=!Utf§~~. ~r:i~ 
M~~. ~1wrRJ~. :l:n"§tf~{§§rrff~75;f, rml%Phocmzrrz, ~~1%P~z•a:fuJ (ibid.) 
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ter made by adding a phonetic is apt to be confounded with a hsing-sheng 

character, for the result by the both methods is the same. Rather we may 

say that the both are the same thing, whatever J ao might have said about the 

existence or the non-existence of semantic similarity. Therefore, his view 

has the same defect as those discussed above. Only his assumption that there 

may have been a dialect in which the word lao was pronounced as k'ao is 

interesting. 
Besides, in the Shuo-wen a pair of characters is cited as the examples of 

each type of the Liu-shu, e.g. the characters J:: and T for chih-shih) B and 

fa.I for hsiang-hsing, yI and fPJ for hsing-sheng, 1tt and 1"§ for hui-i, ~ and ~ 

for chuan-chu and % and :lst for chia-chieh. The two characters for each type 

are semantically related between them. Except chuan-chu) however, in case 

of the other five types of writing the two characters are mere two examples. 

It seems that only in case of chuan-chu the two characters cited as the ex

amples show the relationship between them. Many people are of the same 

opinion. The characteristics of Jao's theory is that he considered both lao 

and k'ao also as two mere examples of chuan-chu just like in other five types 

of writing, not the examples for their interrelation. 

I have introduced the view of Jao Chiung at great length, because his 

theory is the nearest to my opinion which will be stated later~ Jao's view is 

very attractive and may be termed the differentiation theory. Although his 

work has not been duly paid attention, there are many scholars who entertain 

such a differentiation theory. In China, Sun I-jang ~~~' an eminent scholar 

of the studies of the Chinese writing, is one of them.31 ) In Japan, Mr. Shizuka 

Shirakawa s J[[fi!-32
) and Dr. Akiyasu Todo D¥:EJl{;~33l also express a similar 

opinion. Only they hold that chuan-chu is the process of forming hsing-sheng 

characters for semantically and phonetically related words, consequently 

cognate words. Thus their view is a variant of the Jao's theory of chia-hsing 

:f.JIH~. On the other hand, T'ang Lan JiM, a Chinese scholar, considers 

chuan-chu as the process of derivation of hsing-sheng characters by adding 

a phonetic (:f.m§). 34
) But the resulted characters, as derived from the original 

character according to these scholars, are either hui-i characters or for the 

most part hsing-sheng characters. As pointed out above, it is not convincing 

to count special cases of hui-i or hsing-sheng characters as a separate type 

called chuan-chu in the system of the Liu-shu from quite different angle from 

other types of writing. 

31) Sun I-jang, Ming-yuan 4'5JJ1'. Sun also remarks that a character formed by the com

position of graphic elements through the method of hsing-sheng generally serves at the 

same time as chuan-chu (~*JL%~~~J'.(~::f~ff.ff). 
33) Shirakawa Shizuka, Kanji no sekai ~$OJi:!t.W. I, Toyo-bunko No. 281, Heibonsha, Tokyo, 

p. 21-22. 
33) Todo Akiyasu, Kanji-gaisetsu ~+ffit~ (Iwanami-koza Nihongo El 2fs:ffi), 8 (Monji Jt$), 

Iwanami, Tokyo, 1977, p. 71-72. 

34) T'ang Lan, Chung-kuo-wen-tzu-hsueh g=rlfJ'.($~, Hongkong, 1963, p. 99-100. 
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\ 

(7) Lastly, I should like to mention the op1mon of Chu Chun-sheng 
*~§, the compiler of the unique dictionary called Shuo-wen-t'ung-hsun
ting-sheng rot-x~i)l!5E§. 35

) He judged the definition of chuan-chu to be un
intelligible so that he altered the text concerning chuan-chu and chia-chieh 
of the Shuo-wen in the following way: ffff~, fl:fej(~, 5[JU§~, 45':R~ill, 
1fX1i~, *~~~' {&§it:*, M*~-fu (Chuan-chu is the use of a character which 
indicates both the original and the derived meanings, itself unmodified; 45" 
and :lst are the examples. Chia-chieh is the use of a character which came 
to represent another word than the original word by the phonetic similarity, 
though the original word had had no such meaning; M and * are the 
examples). As might be expected of a great scholar, he did not forget the 
Archaic rimes in his text of definition, but he altered the text so as to ac
commodate its words to his theory. He said that "(the use of) the original 
character which was employed to denote another meaning derived by revolv
ing and extending from the original meaning is called chuan-chu (fl***Wll, 
fmi!IPJM*-'51$:mfmWll~, Bffff)." In short, he defines chµ,an-chu as semantic 
derivation. And he put his theory in practice in his dictionary, in establishing 
the column of chuan-chu treating derived meanings in the explanation 
of each character. The alteration of text is undesirable and therefore he was 
unpopular, but his following remarks are noteworthy. "In case of chia-chieh 
several characters are used for one character (word) and there is always an 
original character, while in case of chuan-chu one character serves several 
characters (words) and it is not necessary to create other characters." 

He removed the examples 45" and :R of chia-chieh to chuan-chu and 
newly cited M and * for the examples of chia-chieh. This alteration of text 
is not groundless. The examples 45" and :R for chia-chieh in the Shuo-wen 
show that ling 45" meaning 'to order' and ch'ang :R meaning 'long' are used 
at the same time for the meaning 'a chief of a local district (ff-45" and W!lf-:R)'. 
These cases can be regarded as the examples of semantic change of the words. 
The theory of Chu Chun-sheng is supposed to have originated from this fact. 
However, ling 'to order' and ling 'a chief of a district' can be considered as 
separate words, and the latter was represented by the same character which 
had been made for the former. Thus, the Shuo-wen has cited these examples 
for chia-chieh following the definition: *iM~*• {&§t-f;~ (Originally there 
was no character for the word, and another character was used to indicate 
the meaning of the word by phonetic similarity). By the way, the examples 
of chia-chieh in the Shuo-wen are not merely two examples for chia-chieh. 
The two examples 45" and :R were cited, because both of them were used 
also in the meaning of 'a chief of a district' beside their original meanings, 
but the difference of meaning can only be made clear by citing both characters 
together. The manner of citing examples is quite resembling the examples 
lao and k'ao for chuan-chu which show the relation between the two charac-

35) Liu-shu-tsung-lun, 197-198. 
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ters. Since chuan-chu an9- chia-chieh concern the use of a character, not the 
form of a character, it is natural to resort to a different device from the four 
other types of writing in citing examples. 

Ekisai Kariya }\:F;G~lr (1775-1835), a Japanese scholar of the Edo 
Period, also criticized the text of the definitions and the examples of the 
Shuo-wen as spurious.36 l Based on the memorial by Chiang Shih yIS:t 
presented to the emperor of the Wei Dynasty which is recorded in the Wei
shu iu::, the history of Later Wei Dynasty 1:&ft, he concluded that the 
definitions and the examples were later interpolations into the text of the 
Shuo-wen. Ekisai eliminated the definition and the examples from the text 
and offered his own opinion on chuan-chu. He regarded chuan-chu as se
mantic change just like Chu Chun-sheng. It is to be noted that Ekisai also 
treated such examples as ling 45" and ch'ang :Bt as the examples for chuan-chuJ 
though he was somewhat older than Chu and he had not any opportunity 
of seeing Chu's work. 

This view of Ekisai, however, is not well founded. It is certain that the 
memorial of Chiang Shih was based on the Introduction of the Shuo-wen) 
but Chiang did not mention the name of the Shuo-wen. Moreover, the text 
of the memorial is not identical with that of the Shuo-wen. Consequently, 
the definitions and examples are supposed to have been omitted in the 
:memorial. After all, it is wrong to suppose that the definitions and the ex
amples are interpolations, based on the memorial of Chiang Shih. In this 
connection, the Commentary I£~ of Chia Kung-yen I[ 0~ to the Chou-li 
J¥!uffel quotes the Shuo-wen in which the definitions and the examples are 
found, though slightly modified.37) So it is certain that the definitions and 
the examples already existed in the text of the Shuo-wen at least in the T'ang 
Period. Even if the definitions and the examples were interpolations after 
the theory of Ekisai, then one must examine how these interpolations were 
introduced and where they were taken from. Each definition consists of two 
sentences of four words, each sentence having a rime, and the rime follows 
the patterns of Archaic Chinese.38 ) From these peculiarities one may infer 

36) Kariya Ekisai, Ten-chu-setsu $$a:IDt, in the collection of Nihon-koten-zenshtl B *1i"~ 
:i:~, Kariya-Ekisai-zenshu No. 3, Tokyo, 1926. 

37) r••·:L7A•~%z~, ~i&ff ~IDtJt, (I=f:t~) :L7$$a:*, ~13zffitikfu, Ylffi~•f§, Jt~;t§ 
iJt, LE1=11§1±, i&~$$t±, CfIBt) J. 

38) In the Shuo-wen, the definition of chih-shih is JiOOmfi:iJ~, ~ffijJl~. This text is based 

on Tuan Yii-tsai's criticism. Tuan says, various texts r~ad l'iJ Jl i~1stead of Jl~, but it 
should be corrected on the basis of the Commentary of Yen Shih-ku ~firff"i5 to the 1-
wen-chih D::X::ns; of the Han-shu zl:ffl:, for the ancient reading of ~ was like ff:, and 
~ and ~ belonged to the Archaic Group l; the two sentences of other five kinds of 

writing are also rimed (Jl~~:2js:f'fi=iJ Jl, 4-{&~~DJtns;a:iE, ~lfir~Q,fl, ~~iE"i5ir 
ffi~:(!i~, .Llrm~=.la], ~f.:5ffitg). The definitions of other five types of writing are 
~,q)Z;~tfm, fmlffltif!tll for hsing-hsing; .!~UJi~~, ICH!ft§M for hsing-sheng; J:l::ffi~tt, 
.LlxMm for hui-i; yfffi~ §, IRJ~·t§iJt for chuan-chu; O :2fs:m€Jt:¥, {&§!f:$ for chia

chieh. 
0

Especially the char~cters ~ ;nd ~ in the definition ~f chih-shih are rimed 
well in Archaic Chinese, but not in later times. 
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that the definitions and the examples were formerly oral traditions. Anyway 
it is not praiseworthy for a philologist to commit a text mutilation. 

There are several other kinds of view concerning chuan-chu besides the 
opinions discussed above. But none of them is convincing. The other five 
types of writing are all of simple nature and easy to understand. So chuan-chu 
should also be easy to grasp. What can be deduced from the opinions 
examined above is that, while chia-chieh concerns the phonetic relation 
between characters, chuan-chu seems to indicate some semantic relation be
tween characters. 

The Writer's Opinion on Chuan-chu 

As observed above, one cannot grasp the true nature of chuan-chu by 
means of its term, the definition and the examples in the Shuo-wen. Then, 
departing from the Chinese writing, I turned my eyes toward other ancient 
writing systems of Egypt and Mesopotamia, hoping that any other use of a 
character might be discovered. Only by peeping into the hieroglyphic of 
Egypt or the cuneiform script, one can find a very common use of characters 
that is not easily found in the Chinese writing. For example, in Egyptian 
writing the character representing the word r' 'sun' indicates simultaneously 
another word hrw 'day' (Cf. No. I in Table on the next page).39 ) 

Though semantically affiliated, the two are entirely different words. One 
can easily presume that the character denoting the word 'sun' could be 
applied to the word meaning 'day', though there was no etymological relation 
between the two words. In the Sumerian cuneiform writing, too, the character 
representing the word utu 'sun' was used to indicate various other words, 
e.g. ud 'day, time, when .. .', bar or babbar 'white', or zalag 'white, clear, 
bright, .. .' and others.40) These words apparently had no etymological re
lation, but semantically associated to each other. This so to speak homo
graphic use of characters is found comparatively more in Sumerian than 
in Egyptian. In passing, the character No. 4 in Table also denoted the word 
u 4 (ug4) meaning 'lion'. This is the chia-chieh use of the character owing to 
the phonetic resemblance between u4 (ud4) and u4 (ug4). Further, this charac
ter had gone to represent the meaningless syllables ud) ut) tam) tu) etc. The 
same character was borrowed into other languages than Sumerian, e.g. in 
Akkadian, Hittite, etc. And the character had developed to represent the 
Akkadian or Hittite equivalents and syllables, so that this Sumerian character 
became to be employed to denote a great many words and syllables. 

It is comparatively easy to realize how such a use of a character was 

39) Raymond 0. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian, Oxford, 1962; under 
the headings of r' and hrw. 

40) Rene Labat, Manuel d'epigraphie akkadienne, Paris, 1963. 
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caused. In every archaic logographic system of writing there were not ready 
all characters for all words from the outset. By the device of hsiang-hsing} 
chih-shih or hui-i the representation of words was naturally restricted. Then, 
when a word that had not yet its own character came to be represented 
in writing, one must utilize a character already in use. In using a character 
available for another word two methods were possible. The one method was 
to employ the character that had the same or approximate pronunciation to 
the word in question. This is the method of chia-chieh. The other method 
was to use a character for another word, semantically associated with the 
word for which the character originally was made. This is the method seen 
in the use of the Egyptian character No. 1 in Table or the Sumerian character 
No. 4 in Table. Both of the methods are to transfer a character already in 
use from its original word to another word, and the resulted character shows 
a homograph ~ +•m, i.e. the same character for different words. I have 
come to consider this latter kind of homographic use of characters as 
chuan-chu.41 ) 

Now, I tried to examine if there are such instances even in the Chinese 
writing. Just as I thought, I could find some examples for this use of a 
character in somewhat older phase of the Chinese writing. For example, the 
character No. 7 in Table is the original form of the character 7R which 
depicted the image of a plant belonging to gramineae by the method of hsiang
hsing. The character represents the word hwa 'a rice plant'. In the Shang 
bones the character was used for the word nien 'harvest' (~). 42 ) The Seal 
form of this character in the Shuo-wen is No. 8 in Table. It is explained as 
M7R-=f ~ ( corn posed of the radical 7R and the phonetic c h 'ien -=f). This ex
planation is wrong, for in the Chou bronzes it appears with the form of 
No. 9 in Table, and it is a hui-i character, by composing the character 7R 
and the character A (man) which represents the word nien 'harvest'.43 ) How
ever, in the early stage of the development of the Chinese writing the charac
ter No. 7 was sufficient to denote the word nien. In the same way, the 
character ft shows very often the homographic usage. This character origi
nally represented the word li 'to stand', by showing the standing form of a 
man. In the Chou inscriptions the character is much more used for the word 

41) After I wrote and I sent the manuscripts of this article to the editors, through the good
will of Prof. Toru GoMI .:E[!,fs:~, I was made known that the same conclusion as mine 
was already published by Dr. Yomokuro NAKAHARA who is the pioneer of the Sumeri
ology in Japan ("The Sumerian Tablets in the Imperial University of Kyoto", Memoirs 
of the Research Department of the Toyo-Bunko, No. 3, 1928). His study concerns 
Sumerian, but, in discussing about the Liu-shu, he stated his own opinion on chuan-chu, 
although by an entirely different approach. 

42) Shang Ch'-eng-tsu iffj5J_jftp, Yin-hsu-wen-tzu-lei-p'ien )R:tJ.)'C=tftl, the entry of nien 1:j=:, 
in which the compiler says, "I think that, though simply written as 5¥:, if one considers 

it in its contexts, it denotes the word nien $ (jj'(p~ [i=p~] ~1'F5¥:, ~Jtl1lltz., ff!U~ 
¾~*)· 

43) Jung Keng ~m, Chin-wen-p'ien 4:Jtffl, the entry of nien $. 
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wez 'throne', which was later modified into 1ft by adding the radical A., in 
order to avoid the ambiguity. Among the canonical texts transmitted up to 
the present time one can point out the character ~ in the text of the Chou-li: 
**{B~:J(ffl$A.3a:f:-t!!~ZWI, where it denotes not the word shih 'to show', but 
the word ch'i 'deity'. Lu T,e-ming ~~11~ comments here in his Ching-tien
shih-w,en *~~;fl)t as ~wt1'Pffu£, showing that there was a variant in which the 
character ff~ was used instead. In this case, to distinguish it from the ordinary 
shih the character ,Et was added to the character ~ as the phonetic. 

In later times one can hardly find such instances, yet a few cases have re
mained. The character J$: is one example. This character has two authentic 
readings, namely, AC. kio <•M: :fL~tJJ) and AC. ts'ia <•M: gi~ij]). Though 
the meaning is the same, these two re;::i.dings reflect two separate words. In 
Sino-Japanese the latter reading (SJ. sha) is exclusively used, while in Sino
Korean both readings are employed even today. In the Sino-Korean words 
chan-ch'a ('~J$:) and ki-ch'a (Ft.J$:) the reading ch'a is used, which is derived 
from AC. ts'ia, while the words cha-jan-ga ( §ff If!:) and chang-ga-jang (1~.J$:~) 
include the reading ka (or ga) which is the descendant of AC. kio. These 
readings may be considered as the examples of "dialectal change (!zg1.f~J!i$~)" 
according to J ao Chiung. This character clearly shows the homography of 
two words, since the two words are etymologically separate ones, though of 
the identical meaning. 

Another example is the character :$. When it means 'music', it had the 
AC. reading ngak (•ffl: .E.flEJt]), but in case of the meaning 'to be pleasant' 
it was pronounced in AC. as ldk <•M: Ll::e-tJJ). Obviously the character 
represents two distinct words, of which the meaning also is different.44> 

Though semantically associated, the word ngak and ldk are separate words. 
Prof. Karlgren supposes that the form ngak is derived from *nglak and that 
the form lc2k originates from * glak, by deriving the two forms from one 
origin.45) But I cannot agree with him, because the phonetic relation is 
rather doubtful. The two forms differ from each other in the initial consonant 
and the principal vowel. Moreover, the consonant alternation between ng 
and Z is unusual. So they should be kept apart. Accordingly, the character 
must represent the homography of semantically associated words. 

Certainly the transfer of a character between semantically, but not pho
netically, related words is not common. However, in some cases it really 
happened. For instance, the character ~ represents the word mi 'sleeve'. 
This reading mi is very strange, for the phonetic ::k:_ of this hsing-sheng 

44) The character~ has one more reading. It is recorded as m~W in the Chi-yun ~M, 
i.e. AC. ngau (Karlgren ArCh. *nglog). This reading denotes the meaning 'to find 
pleasure in something', as in the passage t::;J!!f~LlJ of the Lun-yil Nifi!ffi. From its phonetic 
shape, it might have had some connection with the reading ngak 'music', which, con
sequently, had earlier meant 'to be pleasant'. Even if one admit such a supposition, 
the Zak and the ngak are separate words, and the character ~ still shows homography, 

45) Bernhard Karlgren, Grammata Serica Recensa, p. 289 (1125 a-c). 
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character suggests the initials k-, k'- or 1-, but never m-. Cf. -3k:. AC. kwai, •]51c 

AC. k'wai, ~ AC. kwet, M AC. k'wet, RAC. lwet and the like. I think that 
originally this character fR: did not represent the word mi, but another word of 
the same meaning, something like * kwet, and that owing to the semantic iden
tity the word mi took the character for its use, by expelling the original word 
* kwet (?). This is not a mere supposition. Once, when I turned the leaves 
of the K uang-ya .g,ft, a glossary of synonyms by Chang l 1-&ti of the Wei 
Dynasty, I happened to come across the character~ meaning 'sleeve'. In the 
Kuang-yiln -~ the character is indicated by the reading kwet (tf1C~). This 
very word kwet was the original word for the character fR:, but due to the 
predominance of the word mi the word kwet was robbed of its character and 
newly the character rf& was created instead by the method of hsing-sheng. 
Probably there might be more instances of such kind, if one examines minute
ly. This case shows the transfer of a character from the original word to 
another semantically associated word even among hsing-sheng characters, much 
more the case with a hsiang-sheng character like ~t. 

In this way, we can recognize that even i1:1 the Chinese writing there was 
the use of characters of the same principle as in the systems of hieroglyphic 
or cuneiform writing. And this usage can be said to go fairly well in parallel 
with the usage of chia-chieh. From these facts I am convinced that this homo
graphic use of a character for semantically associated words, but not phoneti
cally related, is the true nature of chuan-chu. 

Now that this method of using a character for another semantically as
sociated word is chuan-chu) the term chuan-chu) the definition and the ex
amples in the Shuo-wen come into question. First, as to the term chuan-chu) 
as many scholars pointed out, the chuan means 'to revolve' (chan-chuan $I:;$) 
and the chu ff means 'to pour' (kuan-chu i-11.:t). If so, the chuan and the 
chu are synonymous here just like the chia 1~, and the chieh 11, and both 
chuan and chu denote the meaning 'to derive from an original'. In other 
words, suppose that there had been a certain character A representing a 
certain word a. When the same character A came to represent another word 
b that was associated with the word a in meaning, the character may be ex
pressed as: it rolled (chuan) from a and was poured (chu) into b. 

Secondly, how to interpret the sentences of the definition? The ex
pression: chien-lei ~~j should not be understood as 'to establish a radical 
group' as Chiang Sheng held. It would be better to interpret it as 'to 
divide and establish a word group', following after the commentary of Tuan 
Yii-tsai ('to divide and establish a meaning group 5-tft;lt~;z_~'). Anyway, 
chien-lei implies a division. When two words a and b came to be represented 
by the same character, it was necessary to distinguish them. The distinction 
of words may be expressed by the phrase chien-lei. The phrase i-shou ~§f 

means 'to be derived from the same origin', as Jao Chiung said (!J:7-js:~~§f 'to 
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cite the original character as a 'head''). In other words, the original character 
remains the same, but as words the two should be kept apart, i.e. homography. 
The sentence: fqJ ;'@':;;t§'.3t seems to indicate, as many scholars held, that there 
is a semantical association. In this case, the phrase t'ung-i is not necessary 
to be restricted to synonymy. This definition should be understood as 
stating the homography of words semantically associated, not always synony
mous. This interpretation of the definition of chuan-chu is quite natural, 
as against chia-chieh that shows the homography of words phonetically related, 

but having no semantical association. In passing, it is to be noted that the 
definition of chuan-chu emphasizes i ;'@':, i.e. meaning, (t'ung-i-hsiang-shou 
(fp];'@':t§'.X) and the definition of chia-chieh insists on sheng §, i.e. sound, 
( i-sheng-t' o-i 1:&ll:tt:;'@':). 

Finally, how can we solve the problem about the examples of lao and 
k'ao? One cannot say that the present forms of the characters ~ and ;ig 

show homography. However, in the Chou inscriptions we can find several 
instances where the character ~ represents the word k'ao. In the entry dealing 
with k'ao ;;g of the Chin-wen-p'ien -i:Jtfi by Jung Keng '§m one can see 
the instances among the examples of hsing-sheng type (Cf. Table). 
From this fact I have come to conclude that the word k'ao was in 
olden times written with the character ~- But this homography obviously 
caused ambiguity, and thus to dissolve the ambiguity and to distinguish 
clearly the two words, the phonetic k'ao 7j was added to ~ according to 
the principle of chia-sheng tm~ as called by Jao Chiung. This process of 
chia-sheng, however, appeared only in later times, and in older stage the 
character ~ was used to represent both the words lao and k'ao indiscriminate
ly. On such a stage of the development of the Chinese writing such instances 
probably were not rare. As a result, such a use of a character was a necessary 
knowledge for a teacher to teach his pupils and was adopted as the type of 
chuan-chu in the Liu-shu system. Probably Hsii Shen, the compiller of the 

Shuo-wen, took up in his Introduction the definitions of the Liu-shu and 
their examples which had been in use during the Chou Dynasty, when the 
Chinese characters were taught to children. Before they were taken into the 
Shuo-wen, they must have been for a long time transmitted orally between 
generations, for, as already pointed out, the definitions are composed of two 
sentences of four words and each sentence has an Archaic rime. As often 
happened everywhere in olden times, grammatical or other linguistic rules 
were rendered in verses in order to make the memory easy. If so, the lao and 
the k'ao of the example could clearly be distinguished in the oral transmis-

sion, as the pronunciation of the two words were fairly distinct, but in writing 
in a book, this discrimination was impossible, for the lao and the k'ao were 
represented by the same character. Thus, in the later writing, such as in the 
Shuo-wen, the distinction was made clear by writing the k'ao with the new 
hsing-sheng character ;ig which had already begun to be used in the Chou 
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Period. 
In this way I believe that one can explain what is chuan-chu, either 

from the observation of the usage of the ancient logographic writings or from 
the interpretation of its term, the definition and the examples in the Shuo
wen. 

Why, then, the chuan-chu use of characters became to fall into desuetude 
so that many scholars had to face the solution of the difficult problem? As 
realized in case of ~ and ~' as well as in case of 7R and 4, ft and {ft, or 
~ and ff~, a signific or a phonetic was added to the original character in 
order to avoid ambiguity caused by homography so that the results were 
characters of hui-i or hsing-sheng, and the number of chuan-chu examples 
was diminished. The cases of the characters $ and ~ are rather exceptional. 
The classification of characters by the Liu-shu was formulated on the phase 
where the elimination of the ambiguity caused by homography had not yet 
been sufficiently made. Afterwards as the elimination of ambiguity proceeded 
and consequently the formation of hsing-sheng characters developed, the ideal 
of the logographic writing to apply one character to one word was gradually 
approached. This is why examples of chuan-chu became scarce in later times. 

It is a pity that Jao Chiung should have been misled into the belief 
that chuan-chu is the process of eliminating the ambiguity caused by homo
graphy, rather than the state of homography. The elimination of ambiguity 
was made also in case of chia-chieh. For instance, the character :sjt that 
originally represented the shape of a fur-coat (Cf. No. 21 in Table) and that 
hence denoted the word ch'iu meaning 'fur-coat', was borrowed to another 
homophonous word meaning 'to look for'. In this stage the character showed 
the homography between two homophonous words. In due time the character 
:sjt was monopolized for the word meaning 'to look for' and for the word 
meaning 'fur-coat' was newly created a character ~ by the method of hsing
sheng} i.e. by adding the radical 1{ to the original character. Examples of 
this sort may be abundant. 

The Chinese writing has become an almost perfect system of logographic 
writing by having established the principle of hsing-sheng formation. 46 ) By 
this principle any word that had not yet had its own character could acquire 
its own character anytime. In the gradual process of the systematization of 
writing toward a perfect logographic writing there occurred the phenomena 
of chuan-chu and chia-chieh. These phenomena were very natural in the 
process of systematization in any ancient logographic writing, as seen in the 
hieroglyphic or the cueniforrn writing. But such a phenomenon brought 
about ambiguity in the logographic function of writing and thus sooner or 
later must be eliminated. In the Chinese writing the elimination was ac
complished by the principle of hsing-sheng. 
46) Cf. Rokuro Kono, Kaisei-monji-ron i-1&1!:J'C=_pfnii, Tokyo-Kyoikudaigaku-Kanbungakkai

ho JF[J?-:~1f*~~Jt~1!f¥~, Vol. 14. 


